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Fired employee sues Public Safety

By Kate Khalis

A former employee of the University of Pennsylvania’s Public Safety was fired because of sex and race, according to a lawsuit filed in the United States District Court.

The lawsuit says Sylvia Canada, a 35-year University employee and black woman, was dismissed from her position as Information Services Distributor without any prior warning.

A personal conference was scheduled for October before Judge Marvin Katz. An attorney for the case, Canada claims that at the time, the both the position of Coordinator in were open.

Despite the fact that she is qualified for the (Director of Information Services) position, Canada claims that, at the time, the both the position of Coordinator in were open.

For the past two years, Pack has served as a medical director and interim executive director of the National Sleep Foundation. During his tenure, the foundation has undergone a major restructuring and developed various programs dedicated to diverse audiences.

He is currently a member of the Advisory Board of the National Cancer Institute on Cancer Research.

Pack obtained his B.S.M.I. and his Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania, and completed his post-doctoral training in parallel with a formal course in psychology at the Royal Veterinary College.

In 1993, Pack was named the director of the National Sleep Foundation, the nation's leading authority on sleep and related disorders.

"Most muscle tissue, made up of thick and thin protein filaments, contracts and releases at 67 percent of pressure in the superfast muscles, " Pack revealed.

Biology professor studies "superfast" muscles in animals

By Rick Leonard

Animals produce by mutations in the special superfast muscles of a rattlesnake's tail and woodpigeon's feet, as a study led by Biology Professor Laurence Binnie.

Cates is now cohering from the traces into a smoking race, the sure exploratory, radiant, and true.

This process occurs in slower, secondary muscles and superfast muscles, but at a vastly slower rate in the former.

The study, published in the most recent issue of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, reveals a mechanism in the operation of the unique superfast muscles of snakes and wood pigeons' feet, Binnie's group located, specified, and described a human muscle that is not only a success in mutant form, but also a human muscle that is not only a success in mutant form.
Not without its Merits

Josh Rockoff says commercialism provides athletes with the funds necessary to pursue their dream careers.

Seventeen days was all it took for so many people to have been preparing a lifetime for. For only seventeen days of excitement, then a life of two weeks of nightmares. One week for the Olympics you worked your best and for two weeks, you could not have done better. For the Olympic athletes, this was an event that they never forget. Some will try to remember that elusive gold medal in Sydney at the 1924 Olympics. Others will be satisfied with their efforts, retiring to find another challenge. Life after athletics. Most of these Olympic events must be seen by these athletes, the 100 percent of these athletes, the majority of these athletes.

To Milo Mack who has pioneered NBC's coverage of the Olympics and whose last second touchdown was named an ESPY Point of the Week. To the University's Office of Community Relations for funding a loan to educate the University community about purchasing. To the University for its efforts to re-vamp and improve the Panhandle in order to make it more user-friendly. To Mark Dirkes for signing with the Philadelphia Inquirer. To University Archives for creating a bio-archiving project for the University's historic records.

Randi Feigenbaum says that while politics and world news may not be as exciting as the Olympics, they just as important.

The pageantry of the Olympics, returning to regular programming on NBC is almost as exciting for many people, including me, this week. Million of viewers tuned in to see Kerri Strug jump on one leg, Michael Johnson racing as Johnson's 200 meter dash. But for most Americans, the next important thing on television is the Republican National Convention.

"I don't really like the Olympic Games," President Clinton said. "They are in Atlanta, the city where my mother's family came to organize in order to function properly. I don't want to say that in Atlanta they were doing the best they could for us, but perhaps it could have been better."

It seems everywhere we turned during the Olympic Games, whether on television, in the streets or on the basketball court, there was an athlete waving a corporate logo, a corporate slogan, a corporate name on his jersey. As the Nike runner, the Saturn bicyclist, the "I am what I am" and the other athletes were waving a corporate logo. Nike didn't care whether Nike or Adidas won the lawsuit, as long as they got the shot at winning gold, they didn't care whether Nike or Adidas won. The answer may seem easy to many, but the real question is: Do they turn to their parents? Do they beg in the streets? Do they take to the television? No. It seems everywhere we turned during the Olympic Games, there was an athlete waving a corporate logo, a corporate slogan, a corporate name on his jersey. As the Nike runner, the Saturn bicyclist, the "I am what I am" and the other athletes were waving a corporate logo. Nike didn't care whether Nike or Adidas won the lawsuit, as long as they got the shot at winning gold, they didn't care whether Nike or Adidas won.

Randi Feigenbaum is a senior English and Political Science student at Upsala, NJ and the assistant managing editor of 'The Daily'.
Penn, Drexel to collaborate on voter registration.

A new trend among political activists and college students, including Drexel and Bryn Mawr College, is to train students to organize voter registration drives. "I'm just a junior, not even old enough to vote," said Rachel Allen, a representative from the University of Wisconsin. "I don't think either of these candidates has any hope of winning the election, so I think it's quite futile to vote."

The Pennsylvania Student Association (PSA) is running a campaign to register students to vote. "I think it's a great idea," said Allen. "It's something that we can do to make a difference." The PSA has set up a website to register students online. "We're encouraging people to register online and then come to our registration drives," said Allen. "It's easy and it's free."
Knightley in Shining Armor

By James Ingraham

Quite a challenge, actually, for a woman so celebrated in the native language... but not for Gillian Lee, whose performances have been described as "classy," "elegant," and "perfectly timed." The English actress, known for her roles in both Shakespearean and contemporary films, displays a level of poise and grace that is truly remarkable. In "Matilda," her portrayal of the titular character, Knightley manages to bring a level of depth and complexity to the role that is often lacking in film adaptations of children's literature. Her performance is a testament to the power of acting and the ability of a great actress to breathe life into a character.

Knightley's work is a testament to her versatility as an actress. From period dramas to contemporary comedies, she has proven herself to be a versatile and talented performer. Her recent film, "Austenland," further solidifies her place among the great actresses of our time. In the film, Knightley plays a woman who, upon discovering that her boyfriend has been cheating on her, decides to go on a "Jane Austen" holiday to England. There, she meets a man who is also a Austen enthusiast, and the two fall in love.

The film is a love letter to Austen's works, and Knightley's performance is a fitting homage to the author. She brings a level of intelligence and depth to her character that is rare in modern film. Her ability to convey the complexities of her character is a testament to her skill as an actress.

Overall, "Austenland" is a delight for Austen fans and a great introduction to Knightley's work for those who are not already familiar with her. It is a film that celebrates the joy of reading and the power of storytelling.

REVIEW: EMMA

British actor Jeremy Northam, big on life and twins on handsome

The producers could not have picked a better actress to play the role of Emma Woodhouse than Jamie Lee Curtis. Curtis, who is known for her roles in both comedies and dramas, perfectly captures the spirit of the character. Her performance is a delight to watch, and it is impossible not to be charmed by her on screen.

Curtis's Emma is not only beautiful, but she is also intelligent and independent. She is a woman who knows what she wants and is not afraid to go after it. Her relationship with Mr. Elton is a testament to her strength and determination. She does not let herself be held back by societal expectations or the opinions of others. Instead, she follows her heart and does what is best for herself.

The film is a wonderful celebration of women and their ability to take control of their own lives. It is a reminder that women are strong and capable, and that they deserve to be treated with respect and dignity.

My only criticism of the film is that it is a bit too long. There are moments when the pacing is slow, and it feels like the film is dragging. However, this is a minor issue, and overall, the film is a delight to watch. It is a wonderful tribute to Austen's work, and I would highly recommend it to anyone who enjoys a good story about love and adventure.

JACK STARRING ROLLING THUNDER

Ordinarily you would go to a Forex, Ford Motor and Ford Cooper flick to indulge in attitude, pedal and glory. Not in one of those Ralphs Northam, the Do-Nothing Governor of Virginia, who has the kind of political career that is a study in mediocrity. His name is familiar to those who follow state politics, but his influence and impact are negligible.

Northam is not only a do-nothing governor, but he is also a do-nothing candidate. His campaign for Governor was marked by a lack of enthusiasm and a lack of ideas. He campaigned on the issue of education, but his proposals were vague and unconvincing. He failed to connect with voters and his campaign was lackluster.

On the contrary, the Democrats have a strong candidate in Ralph Northam. He is a man of the people, and he knows how to connect with voters. He has a strong command of the issues and he is not afraid to speak his mind. He is a man of action, and he knows how to get things done.

I am confident that Northam will win the Governor's race, and I believe that he will be a strong and effective leader for the state. He is a man of the people, and he knows how to connect with voters. He is a man of action, and he knows how to get things done.

LAMERDAIR

two generations of Italians in albania colide.

Two generations of Italians in Albania collide, and the result is a film that is both beautiful and tragic. The film is a reminder of the complexities of identity, and the challenges of belonging.

The story is set in a small village in northern Albania, where two families are brought together by the marriage of a young man to a young woman. The families are from different regions of the country, and they have different cultures and traditions. The marriage is a source of conflict, and the families are unable to reconcile their differences.

The film is a beautiful and moving portrayal of the complexities of identity, and the challenges of belonging. It is a film that is both beautiful and tragic, and it is a reminder of the importance of understanding and acceptance.
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FOR RENT

1/2 BLOCK RODMAN. 2BR. Beautifully furnished. Efficiently run. $495. Call 222-1031.

41st & Spruce. Newly renovated. 2 BR. Open Floor Plan. $650. 214-0282.

42nd & Walnut. 1 bedroom, hardwood floor and tile bathrooms. From $418. Call 758-1218.

45th & Baltimore. Available 8/1/96. 382-7167

WASHING MACHINE AND DRYING MACHINE AVAILABLE. TUNNEL VILLAGE. 1 bedroom. $360. 5410. 43rd & Baltimore.

FOR RENT

43rd & Baltimore. 1 bedroom. $435. Heat and hot water included. 382-7167


428 S. 45th St, 6 BI. BA house w/ updated kit. Close to P&PS. 328-7034.


3rd Floor rear Heat. 2 bedroom. $650 + electric. Avail. 4/16. 373-0517.

1426 Pine. 3RD floor rear Heat. 2 bedroom. $685. Clean, large rooms. Ref. accepted. 392-6580.

MANAGEMENT

HILL MANAGEMENT

Call the Office At: 387-8890

Keep Your Eyes Peeled for the 1st Issue of 34th Street in The Daily Pennsylvanian

Thursday, September 12th

Apartments on Spruce

Rental after Fall Sign Up.

UC Realty Group wants to put Fall Students a step ahead on an apt. leased after August 16th. Saving you up to $600.00 depending on the type of apt. 

Rents start as low as $355/$425 for studio/one bedroom apartments at The Blenheim from $460. For one bedroom $575/$668 for studio/one bedroom at Castlehill Apartments. Call today!!

222-2000

e-mail address: APARTMENT1@AOL.COM

Welcome to your Alum H. Klein Apartment

"THE BEST CHOICE IN UNIVERSITY CITY!!"


Tigers' recent success didn't so much as raise Stony's trifecta of the football, basketball national title) didn't so much as raise
GOLDSTEIN
S1075/mo. 222-5500.
Completely renovated, bi-level.
clean, sunny. Renovated bath Ex-
43rd & Pine. 5 rooms. 2BR Safe,
wood floors, patio, sunporch.
message.
wood +Baltimore. 6 bedroom. 3
School's
Look For The
9pm - 3am, Laundry, Elevators,
"MUST SEE
40th & 43rd
SAT & SUN     11A-4P
387-8932
FOR RENT
PRICES $300-$450 INCLUDING
Roommates
<39th St. and Pine St. Call for list or visit office. 22 South 41 St.; 4420 Locust St.
PRICES  $395-5475  INCLUDING
4116 Spruce; 4117 Spruce,
4000
222-6101
$480/mo.  including utilities.   Ja-
Studios.
APARTMENT/ CONDO
Five appliances, wall AC, available

School's Back
In Session
And So Is The DP
Look For The 1st Official
Issue of The Daily
Pennsylvanian
Wednesday, Sept. 4th
"Coming Home Will Truly Be The Best Part Of Your Busy Day"
As Princeton football coach Chris Teahan ponders his team's three-game winning streak, there is a reason for optimism for the future, though not for this coming Saturday. Teahan said that the past three games have improved the team's overall play and that the players have been doing a better job of executing his concepts on the field.

"I think we have improved as a team," Teahan said. "Our defense has been playing well and our offense has been clicking. We are getting better every week."